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INTEGRATED TPMS

Complete tire performance data, seamlessly 
integrated to your Fleet Management Solution. 

Delivering market leading TPMS capabilities alongside Trimble’s
comprehensive management solutions, PressurePro’s integrated 
options arm your fleet with the real time, data rich tire performance 

information needed to revolutionize your tire maintenance practices.

Learn how easy it is to add the market’s most advanced and trusted Learn how easy it is to add the market’s most advanced and trusted 
Tire Performance Management options to your Trimble platform. 

proudly desined and manufactured in the UA

TRIED. TESTED. PROVEN.

For years, R&J looked for a tire maintenance solution that would both fit our needs and reduce operating costs. 
PressurePro fit that mold and we bagan utilizing their technology in 2016. With their devices, which we found 
easy and quick to install, we have been able to significantly reduce tire damage as we’re able to leverage the 
data provided to take immediate, corrective action. Utilizing PressurePro synched with PeopleNet (Trimble), 
not only are drivers alerted to tire issues in-cab, our dispatchers simultaneously receive alerts, allowing us to 
react if a driver doesn’t. Combined, we’ve been able to repair more tires while adding the satisfaction of 
knowing our trucks are on the road running safely. knowing our trucks are on the road running safely. 

Along with incredible product, the service received from the PressurePro team is unlike any other. PressurePro 
is definitely a product to invest in to fit your TPMS needs.

 Tiffany Carrocce - R&J Trucking, Inc.



Real Time Tire Performance Data. In-cab and Remote.

ENABLE MANAGERS
In the field or In the field or at the office, controllers gain fleet-wide, 
remote monitoring via PressurePro’s Connect platform. 
Helping fleets identify and respond to tire issues before 
becoming costly or dangerous, Connect delivers in- 
depth performance analysis, unlocking the data needed 
to revolutionize tire programs by shifting maintenance 

practices from reactive to proactive.

EMPOWER DRIVERS
DriDrivers receive tire performance data, including real 
time pressure and temperature readings and alerts, 
direct to their Trimble enabled smart device, through 
PressurePro’s Fleet TPMS app. Allowing immediate 
attention to tire problems, drivers are empowered 

with the information needed to add safety, 
increase savings and improve compliance. 

Enabling PressurePro’s advanced TPMS offerings to work alongside Trimble’s innovative fleet management 
platform, PressurePro’s integrated options enable Trimble users to seamlessly add unmatched tire visibility, 
fleetwide. Leveraging patented Dynamic Sensor technology, fleets gain unrivaled tire performance coverage, 
arming them with the data needed to extend tire life, improve fuel efficiency, decrease downtime/roadside 
assistance, reduce maintenance, enhance safety and more. Advanced features include:

 

For a full list of features and benefits, contact your PressurePro representative.
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